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Abstract
This paper focuses on the investigation of the rainfall variations due to twin
typhoons Saola and Damrey occurred in 2012 over Northwest Pacific Ocean
(NPO). Genesis and landfall of the two typhoons are on the same day, however the track and rainfall area are different. We have chosen the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) and Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) data for this analysis. The results are illustrating as follows: typhoon Saola produced higher rainfall than typhoon Damery. The rainfall pattern of typhoon Saola having sufficient affect typhoon Damrey rainfall over
the ocean, however after landfall produced rainfall over the land. Comparison
of two rainfall data sets revealing that TRMM data is better for identifying
heavy rainfall due to typhoon.
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1. Introduction
Typhoons interact with both the upper ocean and the atmosphere. Typhoons are
gaining their energy from the warmer ocean surface and also lose its temperature that can continue for long after the typhoon has passed. Typhoons obtaining their energy from the warmer ocean and tend to be more intensify if the heat
and moisture fluxes from the ocean are greater (Emanuel 1999 [1]). Typhoon is
characterized by intense cyclonic winds, well organized deep convection, and
spiral rain bands. Several typhoons that strike East Asia every year suffer severe
damages. Torrential rainfall associated with typhoon landfall is one of the most
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devastating natural disasters in the coastal regions of China, which include huge
losses in property and human lives (Zhang et al., 2009 [2]). Several observational
studies suggest an increasing trend in typhoon rainfall and intensity in various
regions of East Asian countries (Kim et al., 2006 [3]; Lau et al., 2008 [4]; Lau and
Zhou 2012 [5]). Knutson et al., 2010 [6] suggest that TC intensity and precipitation could increase with global warming, frequency may decrease and different
basins have considerable variability. The heavy rainfall associated with heavy
rainfall, enhanced water vapor capacity caused a positive interaction between
water vapor supply and typhoon (Hsu et al., 2011 [7]; Chang et al., 2012 [8]),
and however it is the subject of intense debate. Rainfall magnitude and distribution induced by typhoon is often multiscale in nature and affected by many factors such as storm size, track, translation speed, etc. Rainfall associated with a
typhoon can become asymmetric after landfall. The asymmetry in rainfall can be
attributed to the impact of the typhoon moving speed (Shapiro 1983 [9]; Bender
1997 [10]; Frank and Ritchie 1999 [11]; Lonfat et al., 2004 [12]). The regions that
suffer most are largely determined by the distribution of rainfall in typhoons.
The spatial distribution of rainfall in a landfalling TC is of particular interest to
meteorologists because of its relevance to the rainfall forecasts. Typhoon landfall
precipitation forecast is completed due to the coastal and inland topography and
land surface and boundary layer conditions (Lin et al., 2001b [13]; Li et al., 2003
[14]).
Previous studies explained the precipitation spatial distribution is complex
and different for each of the typhoons (e.g., Miller 1958 [15]; Marks 1985 [16];
Burpee and Black 1989 [17]). Convection process will increase with the warmer
temperature and heavy rainfall can influence sea surface temperature through
the rain sensible heat flux. The stabilizing effect of rain can weaken the cold
wake but that the associated sensible flux only marginally influences typhoon
induced cooling (Jacob and Koblinsky 2007 [18]). Rainfall intensity increases
with its typhoon intensity (Prat and Nelson 2012 [19]). Typhoons have stronger
convective rain in the inner core as well as stronger stratiform rain in the rain
band than cloud clusters (Chie and Yukari 2008 [20]). The heaviest precipitation
generally took place in the front of a typhoon and the asymmetry in typhoon
precipitation varies with typhoon intensity (Lonfat et al., 2004 [12]), more
asymmetric precipitation distribution occurs for weaker the typhoon. In some
cases, strongest precipitation occurred in the rear of a typhoon (Blackwell 2000
[21]). Typhoon translation can have significant effects on the asymmetric distribution in typhoon rainfall (Chen et al., 2006 [22]). Heavier precipitation
mostly occurred far away from the center, thus bearing the common feature of
weak typhoon. Willoughby et al., 1984 [23] found that, near surface strong wind
speed is highly correlated with the spatial distribution of precipitation in “typhoon Bilis (2006)”. Rainfall distribution in the left side of the typhoon track is
higher than in the right side of the track (Subrahmanyam 2015 [24]). In the present paper, we are verifying the rainfall distribution due to twin typhoons occurred over the northwest Pacific Ocean (NPO) using different rainfall products
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available. It is found that rainfall distribution of one typhoon influences another
typhoon, discussed in further sections.

2. Data and Methodology
In the NPO, twin typhoons occur rarely at the same time, however occurrence of
continuous typhoons is obvious. The information of typhoons for this study,
such as the typhoon track, intensity and central pressure data can be obtained
from JTWC (Chu et al., 2002 [25]). The rainfall pattern due to twin typhoons
was studied by using GPCP and TRMM rainfall data. The daily GPCP rainfall
data was used for this study with the resolution of 1˚ × 1˚. The World Climate
Research Program (WRCP) and GEWEX, provides community global precipitation products with satellite and gauge information at the daily (Huffman et al.,
2001 [26]), pentad (Xie et al., 2003 [27]), and monthly (Adler et al., 2003a [28])
time scales. This data is indicative of daily rainfall spatially and temporally.
GPCP data can used to analyze rainfall pattern due to twin typhoons. Another
rainfall data used for this study was TRMM daily rainfall data which is a joint
mission between NASA and the Japan Aerospace Exploration (JAXA) Agency to
study rainfall for weather and climate research. TRMM carried 5 instruments: a
3-sensor rainfall suite (PR, TMI, VIRS) and 2 related instruments (LIS and
CERES). TRMM-Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) 3B42 precipitation product version 7 (Huffman et al., 2007 [29]) has spatial resolution of 0.25˚
grid and covering the globe from 50˚S to 50˚N. TRMM 3B42 has been frequently
used for TC rainfall analysis regionally and globally (Shepherd et al., 2007 [30];
Jiang et al., 2012 [31]; Prat et al., 2012 [19]). GPCP and TRMM rainfall data have
been used to analyse the variations in rainfall over the study area which are plotted during two ttyphoonspassage. In this case, we linearly interpolated the GPCP
and TRMM data over 3 regions on each typhoon track.
The aim of this work is to find out the rainfall variations during the typhoons
and influence in rainfall distribution changes due to two typhoons compared
with different data sets. The data for this study GPCP and TRMM data have
been chosen over the study area (10˚N - 40˚N; 110˚E - 150˚E). We have chosen 3
regions over each typhoon track represent typical areas considered for rainfall
variation to compare the variations between two data sets.

3. General Descriptions of Typhoons Saola and Damrey
The area of study is within a range of 10˚N - 40˚N and 110˚E - 150˚E (Figure 1).
The tracks of the two typhoons were passing the East China Sea (ECS), one is
called Saola and the other is called Damery. The time period of these two typhoons was from 26 July to 11 Aug, 2012. The activity of typhoon Damery on
the northeast of Saola brought much uncertainty to the operational forecast of
Saola. Figure 1 depicts the tracks of two typhoons passing through the NPO,
pressure as an indicator. Saola and Damrey are two typhoons formed on day 27
July 2012 over the NPO and also landed on day 3 August 2012 (same day) at different locations of east China coast. On 27 July 2012, Saola is first typhoon
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Figure 1. Typhoon tracks of “Saola” and “Damrey”. The colors within the circles indicating central pressure of the typhoon at each position from JTWC. a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2
are six regions. The domain of a1 is 23˚N - 27˚N; 146˚E - 150˚E; The domain of a2 is
10˚N - 14˚N; 128˚E - 132˚E; The domain of b1 is 30˚N - 34˚N; 123˚E - 127˚E; The domain of b2 is 20˚N - 24˚N; 122˚E - 126˚E; The domain of c1 is 32˚N - 36˚N; 118˚E 122˚E; The domain of c2 is 24˚N - 28˚N; 118˚E - 122˚E.

which formed as low pressure systems with an initial strength of 1004 hPa at
10.6˚N, 130˚E and the second one is Damrey formed over the NPO with an initial strength of 1008 hPa at 24.7˚N, 148.8˚E. Both Saola and Damrey landed on
the same day (3 August 2012) at different locations such as Fujian and Zhejiang
provinces which happen very rarely. On 27 July 2012 typhoon Damrey and Saola
genesis, received energy from the sea, produced heavy precipitation over the sea
and cooled the sea surface. On 27 July, typhoon Saola moved slowly for a long
time after genesis and moving north and west with complex moving processes.
From 27 July to 1 August, the surface wind speeds gradually increased and
reached the maximum 70 m/s leading to strong typhoon Saola at the location of
122.7˚E, 24.1˚N with the central pressure of 960 hPa. Typhoon Damrey with
small size but moved faster than Saola. On 1 Aug, the intensity of typhoon Damrey enhanced from strong tropical storm to typhoon. On 2 Aug, the maximum
wind speed near its core was 70 m/s at the location 122.8˚E; 33.5˚N with the
central pressure of 965 hPa. After the faster movement of Darmery, the distance
between Saola and Damery was less than 10 latitude distance for 1.5 days when
the mutual rotations of binary typhoons were not obvious.

4. Results
4.1. Rainfall Variations Using GPCP Data and TRMM Data
The precipitation variations due to typhoon over the oceans have been shown
described in earlier studies, mainly controlled by various factors such as evaporation latent heat, internal power and external environmental flow field (Zehr
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1992 [32]; Emanuel 1986 [33]; Merrill 1988 [34]; Gray and Jacobson 1977 [35];
Steranka et al. 1984 [36]). Figure 2 shows the daily rainfall variations for the period from July 27 to August 4 using GPCP rainfall data and daily variations of
TRMM rainfall data are illustrated in Figure 3. It can be seen from Figure 1 that
two cyclones were generated in the northwestern Pacific Ocean at the same time.
The generation positions of typhoon Saola and Damrey were at 10.6˚N, 130˚E
and 24.7˚N, 148.8˚E respectively. Both typhoons brought rainfall at generated
places (Figure 2 and Figure 3). When considering the GPCP data, the rainfall
range of the Saola induced was higher than that of the Damrey, and typhoon
Saola rainfall distribution mainly on the right side of the typhoon track. The
cumulative rainfall due to Damrey was lower than that of Saola because the latent heat of the typhoon Saola was higher. Damrey passing over the latitude
above 20˚N, the sea surface temperature is lower than that of the lower latitudes.
In the high latitude region, the temperature gradient is large and if the mechanical disturbance of the typhoon happened, it is obvious that sea surface temperature cooling trend occurred. In the lower latitude regain the temperature gradient is weak, almost becoming an isothermal water layer. When the typhoon
passed, the sea surface temperature cooling phenomenon is also not obvious.
Compared to GPCP rainfall, the TRMM rainfall was indicating higher cumulative rainfall. The spatial range of GPCP data was higher than TRMM. Rainfall of

Figure 2. Variation of GPCP precipitation (mm/day) (color shading) on 27 July to 4 August 2012 during the passage of two typhoons Saola and Damrey. The two lines indicate
the central pressure of the typhoon at each position along the best track.
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Figure 3. Variation of TRMM precipitation (mm/day) (color shading) on 27 July to 4
August 2012 during the passage of two typhoons Saola and Damrey. The two lines indicate the central pressure of the typhoon at each position along the best track.

70 mm/d occurred on 28th July over the Philippine Island which was mainly
caused by typhoon Saola (Figure 2). The terrain on the island and the warm air
produce high intensity of rainfall on the island of the Philippines. Heavy rainfall
of 50 mm was also observed in the vicinity of Damrey. Higher than 100 mm
rainfall induced by Damrey was observed on the 28th July (Figure 3). The difference of maximum rainfall between GPCP and TRMM was 50 mm. TRMM
data is better to reflect the amount of rainfall. On 29th July, with the movement
of Saola, the maximum rainfall occurred in the left side of Saola which was
moving to the northeast (Figure 2). Furthermore, the spatial distribution of
heavy rainfall was quite concentrated near to track as revealed in Figure 2.
Compared to 28th July, no obvious difference of movement occurred on 29th.
The patch of higher rainfall was scattered in Figure 3 on 29th July. Before 30th
July, the moving speed of Saola was higher than Damrey. After 30th July, the
moving speed of Damrey accelerated. The patch of rainfall was almost the similar on 30th July as indicated in Figure 2 and Figure 3; however TRMM rainfall
was higher than GPCP rainfall. On 31th July, the daily rainfall near Damrey appeared a reduction and almost became 0 mm. The rainfall mainly distributed in
the right side of the Damrey’s track, at the generation area of Damrey, there was
a patch of significant SST drop of 3˚C around the typhoon center happened on
the right side of the Damrey. The rainfall but mainly distributed in the right side
OALib Journal
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of the Damrey track was different from the previous rainfall area. There were
obvious two rainfall areas with higher intensity caused by Saola, one distributed
in the Luzon Strait, Showing the shape of the triangle. At that time, there was no
obvious sea temperature cooling phenomenon. The sea surface temperature and
the latent heat of evaporation were relatively high, so it will contribute for rainfall. The other area was at 125˚E - 145˚E, 16˚N - 24˚N, which was contributing
for a large-scale rainfall phenomenon because the latent heat over the sea was
higher than that of in the Luzon Strait. On 31st July, amount of TRMM rainfall
was higher than GPCP. The amount of rainfall brought by Damrey became to
increase and reached about 20 mm on 1st August, and spatial distribution mainly confined to the right side of Damrey. Rainfall area caused by the Saola appeared in two circles; one distributed in the right side of Saola, the other was on
the opposite side on 31th. On 1st August, one can clearly found that the typhoon-induced rainfall area in Figure 3 was smaller than Figure 2. The shape of
rainfall distributed was strip-like in Figure 3, but the strength was higher than
that in Figure 2. On 2nd August, after Typhoon Saola occurred cyclonic rotation, it landed at Taiwan Island. Substantial rainfall occurred over Taiwan Island
and on the eastern side of Taiwan Island, the maximum rainfall reached to 80
mm/d. Figure 3 illustrated a small range of rainfall on the right side of the typhoon Saola’s track, however large rainfall occurred on the left side of the Saola.
In Figure 2, when typhoon Saola passed through Taiwan Island, clearly indicating that, typhoon Saola induced rainfall area was well-distributed on both sides
of the typhoon’s path. On 3rd August, typhoon Saola and Damrey landed on the
same day in Chinese mainland. After Saola landed, high-intensity rainfall happened over the Taiwan Strait where the strongest rainfall during the period of
typhoon’s passage was observed. At the same time, a small amount of rainfall
happened in the Yellow Sea. There was also a rainfall of 40 mm/day in the area
where the tropical cyclone was formed. Figure 3 demonstrated that the distribution of rainfall in the Taiwan Strait was similar to that in Figure 2. The amount
of TRMM rainfall was smaller than GPCP in coastal area and in other areas was
larger than that of GPCP. On 4th August, when the two typhoons landed, the
inland areas of rainfall happened, but in the Taiwan Strait, the rainfall reduced
as indicated in Figure 2. Spatial distribution increased in the right side of the
Typhoon Saola (125˚E - 140˚E, 10˚N - 18˚N). On 4th August, in Figure 3, the
amount of rainfall on the left side of the Damrey track was larger than that in
Figure 2.

4.2. Comparisons between TRMM and GPCP
Figure 4 illustrate the daily rainfall variation for the three different regions randomly selected using GPCP and TRMM data respectively. Figure 4(a1) and
Figure 4(a2) represent two typhoon-generating regions, located at 23˚N - 27˚N,
146˚E - 150˚E; 10˚N - 14˚N; 128˚E - 132˚E. Figure 4(b1) and Figure 4(b2) indicates the typhoon center with high intensity, located at 30˚N - 34˚N, 123˚E 127˚E; 20˚N - 24˚N; 122˚E - 126˚E. Figure 4(c1) and Figure 4(c2) represent the
OALib Journal
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Figure 4. Variation of rainfall on 27 July to 5 August 2012, dashed line indicates GPCP and solid line indicates
TRMM. The domain of (a1), (a2), (b1), (b2), (c1), (c2) is same as shown in Figure 1.

area along the coast, the position are 32˚N - 36˚N, 118˚E - 122˚E; 24˚N - 28˚N,
118˚E - 122˚E. It was clear that the rainfall obtained from TRMM was higher
than GPCP data in Figure 4(a1), and the difference of 25 mm rainfall between
GPCP and TRMM data on August 3 which was the maximum. In the Figure
4(a2), from July 31 to Aug 2, the two data received almost similar amount of
OALib Journal
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rainfall, TRMM rainfall data was higher than GPCP on July 27, 28, 29, but on
August 2 TRMM rainfall was lower than GPCP. On August 4, the maximum
difference was 25 mm in the higher rainfall region. The area of (b1) was higher
intensity area over the typhoon and no rainfall observed before August 1 because
the typhoon has not reached the sea area. When the typhoon reached the maximum intensity, Figure 4(b1) illustrating GPCP rainfall was higher than TRMM.
It is clearly visible that GPCP data is reliable than TRMM when rainfall less than
15 mm. Over the typhoon Saola passed area, TRMM data is superior to GPCP at
high intensity rainfall indicated in Figure 4(b2). The Figure 4(b1) and Figure
4(b2) showing there was no significant difference in the rainfall between TRMM
and GPCP before and after the typhoons passage. But during typhoons passage,
GPCP rainfall was higher than TRMM when the rainfall was lower than 15 mm
(Figure 4(b1)). In contrast, there were three days of rainfall above 15 mm, respectively on 31 July, 1and 2 Aug, TRMM rainfall was reversed, exceeding GPCP
with the typhoon approaching (Figure 4(b2)). Figure 4(c1) and Figure 4(c2)
are the rainfall variations over landfall area. In Figure 4(c1), rainfall from August 1 to 5 was less than 20 mm, GPCP rainfall exceeded TRMM. However,
TRMM rainfall was higher than GPCP when heavy rainfall occurred (Figure
4(c2)). In summary, when the rainfall is small, GPCP data is better than TRMM;
when the rainfall is large, TRMM data can reflect the real rainfall.

5. Discussion
The rainfall production by TCs is also influenced by environmental parameters
such as sea surface moisture flux, vertical wind shear, storm intensity, and topography. In this present study, we cover the period of the time between July 27
and Aug 4, 2012. The GPCP data and TRMM data are used to estimate the magnitude of the rainfall, and GPCP and TRMM rainfall data compared in the
present study.
In this paper, the first question involves that one heavy rainfall was located in
the region of 135˚E - 140˚E, 15˚N - 20˚N. Water vapor and latent heat are the
prerequisites for precipitation. The water vapor transport and latent heat in the
atmosphere play an important role in the occurrence and maintenance of tropical cyclones and the relationship with tropical cyclone precipitation is inseparable. When typhoon is passing through study area, the latent heat release plays an
important role that warms the atmosphere, causing a depression of the surface
pressure, is the reason that leads to a larger pressure difference in the zonal direction. Amplification of water vapor flux in to foothills due to pressure gradient
which guide and enhancing the water vapor flux divergence, increases typhoon
rainfall (Huang 2014 [37]). The second problem relates to the other high rainfall
parts such as at Taiwan Island and Philippine Island, many previous studies have
shown that it is possible to cause airflow to flow upside due to terrain. At north
of Taiwan Island, there are Mountains which is rich of water vapor. Strong
winds, high humidity and typhoon peripheral airflow help to lead to orographic
lifting to produce extremely heavy precipitation (Huang 2014 [37]; Yunying et
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al., 2007 [38]). When Saola passed through north off Taiwan coast, it played a
counter-clockwise rotate possibly due to the impact of terrain in Taiwan. However, the activity of typhoon Damery on the northeast of Saola brought much
uncertainty to the operational forecast of Saola. The close existence of Damery
has changed the basic steering flow, the water vapor transportation, the intensity
variation and the structural feature of Saola. As a result, both the moving direction and velocity of Saola have changed in later period and Saola showed an
asymmetric structure and abnormal rainfall distributions during landfall at Fujian province. Its precipitation characteristics were significantly different from
the similar typhoons such as Haitang and Billis typhoons (Fan et al., 2014 [39]).
After Typhoon Saola landed at Taiwan (Alpers W et al., 2007 [40]), the impact of
special terrain led to the wind reduced and the moving speed decreased. The
humid air encountered the large mountains; the mountain windward slope
would force it to accelerate the rising and the condensation, so that the rainfall
even became fiercer. Similarly, Damrey was close to the Japan so the Damrey
induced rainfall mainly distributed in the right side of track, the Kyushu Island
and the south of Kyushu Island (Huang 2014 [37]; Yunying et al., 2007 [38]).
Comparing these two data sets, TRMM data gives better estimations when the
rainfall value is higher than 15 mm, but GPCP data is more reliable when rainfall
is less than 15 mm. This is probably a consequence of the different spatial resolution and sensitivity of the sensors. The spatial resolution of the TRMM data is
0.25 × 0.25, and the spatial resolution of the GPCP is 1 × 1. GPCP rainfall showing lower than TRMM, this may be the reason GPCP data is the mean of all
available satellite and rain gauage data. The bias of TRMM might be from uncertainties of radar attenuation corrections and microwave retrieval algorithms
[41] (Huffman et al., 2010). However, the uncertainties of both GPCP and TRMM
rainfall may be due to estimation of satellite-based rainfall due to algorithms and
rain gauge measurements may subject to underestimate. However both TRMM
and GPCP can be used for typhoon rainfall, even though there are subject to
uncertainties over large surface wind environment induced by typhoons.

6. Conclusion
Based on the GPCP and TRMM rainfall data, the rainfall pattern induced by
twin typhoons is analyzed. The role of Saola impact on rainfall in the vicinity of
Damrey and the effect of the terrain were influencing for heavy rainfall. In addition, we compare with these two data sets in different regions. The rainfall occurred due to Saola was higher than Damrey, and typhoon Saola rainfall distribution mainly on the right side of the typhoon track. Rainfall of 70 mm/d occurred on 28th July over the Philippine Island which was mainly caused by typhoon Saola. There are two particular regions depicting higher rainfall, one region was on 135˚E - 140˚E, 15˚N - 20˚N and the other was on the Taiwan Island
also at Philippine Island. When comparing GPCP and TRMM rainfall data,
TRMM data is better for heavy rainfall events. However, when the rainfall is
lower than 15 mm, GPCP data are showing better estimations.
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